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The problem with the writing process is the definite article. Really 2 strands – process 
writing (expressivist) and the writing process (what how to expert writers compose?). 
In ESL, mixed with “current traditional rhetorical” to the point where we have a 
calcified process for teaching five-paragraph essays. Not academic writing.  
Genre pedagogies are a response to several problems: (1) lack of attention to 
language in use; (2) need to situate writing in social contexts; (3) give all learners 
access to culture of power. 
TURN 
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Process writing/writing process – ideas and the forms are in the writing, waiting to 
emerge fully formed. No explicit attention to form is needed – or in 5-p essay, simply 
using a fixed form to contain any ideas. Lonely writer in the garret or UL struggling 
with their muse. 
 
What’s missing … 
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Social context. As the girl is saying, we use language to do stuff – or more technically, 
genre is a social.  
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Different types of genre pedagogy – drawing here mostly from SFL. 
1) – not rigid structure, but a recognition that people begin to do things the same 

way in language 
2) -- e.g. presentation, Q&A, conversation or argument – we recognize and name 

genres. For Martin, genre is the organizing principle of lx. 
3) But what about the cognitive skill instruction? Hyland compromise. 
4) Summary: when we teach genre, students get … 
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Recursive not linear – forward or backward depending on students’ mastery. Principle 
is simple – writing must be about something and in some genre, and those genres 
need to be analyzed and practiced before students can write them. Notice that 
“building context/field” – reading – is part of the TLC, not a separate activity. 
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Ask participants to identify the structure of the sample essay. 
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General – specific organization pattern. Note that there are no transition words, no 
topic sentence and the main point of the second paragraph is at the end. Choices. 
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Critical stage – JC. Scaffolding – basically prevention is better than remediation. 
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4. Can use your writing process techniques, except we have a metalx for the genre – 
no guessing. 
5. How is the argument different from the case study? How would this be different if 
the genre were discussion (two sides)?  
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